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Xaoc Devices Batumi II

Xaoc Devices presents Batumi II – a greatly improved and enhanced new iteration of

the modern day classic that is/was the original Batumi, preserving its layout and

form factor. The premise remains the same: four LFO’s with individual outputs for

sine, assign and rectangle waves. The channels can operate independently or they

can be linked – phase shifted, divided or multiplied (new mode alert) with regard to
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the first channel. Multiple major and minor improvements have been implemented,

e.g. when synced to an external clock source, each channel’s frequency slider

selects a clock division for that channel’s outputs.

Xaoc Devices have managed to incorporate the features of the original expander

into Batumi II (sync mode switching and assign waveform selection) without

changing the size of the module which opened up new possibilities for the new

optional expander. The Poti II expander for Batumi II adds multi destination inputs

for sine wavefolding, assign output waveform selection or rectangle pulse

modulation with the destination set for each channel independently. Poti II also

features frequency input attenuation as well as sine and assign output attenuation.

All adjustments may be performed separately for each individual channel or for all

channels simultaneously.

The Batumi II software has been rewritten from scratch to ensure best performance.

The hardware has also been updated to allow for V/oct tracking and stable

operation up to audio rates (more powerful CPU, precise, wideband converters,

antialiased waveforms).

Batumi II notable features:

4 LFO’s

Redesigned from scratch – both the hardware and software

New waveforms for the assign output (including random)

New frequency multiplication mode

All features of the Poti expander incorporated into the main module

Very wide frequency range well into audio rate

1V/oct tracking = so can be used as 4 VCO’s

In the Phase/Divide/Mult modes the random waves at the ASGN output

follow the values available in the master/A channel

10HP

+90/-50mA

Price: 330 EUR MSRP

Poti II expander notable features:

Per-channel input and output attenuation for the SINE and ASSGN outputs

Per-channel shape modulation with switchable destination (wave folding,

shape switching, PWM)

Stores settings during a power cycle

LED indication of the discrepancy between the stored setting and current

pot position

4HP

+10/-0mA from Batumi II

Price: 90 EUR
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